
Our growing company is hiring for an asset manager. Thank you in advance for
taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to
reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for asset manager

Provide a strategic vision within the department and the leadership to
promote an ethos, ambition and enthusiasm to deliver high quality services to
residents as respected and valued customers of the Pensions Board
Provide directly or through third parties all professional services required for
the effective management of the housing portfolio and within the necessary
statutory, regulatory and local policy requirements
To prepare detailed and justified budget bids and reinvestment projections
for periods of up to 30 years
Provide comprehensively specified and estimated improvements programmes
for tender or procurement as required by the housing department
To ensure all performance indicators set for the service area are met and
continuously look for ways to improve
To ensure collection of all relevant data which is accessible and visible to the
housing department and updated in timely and accurate manner
To appraise all asset management data required to inform future maintained
programmes and re investment forecasts
Others as assigned by manager including responsibility for relationship with
long-term customers, partners or joint asset owners, transmission providers
Update and maintain the data base for the CMMS system
Work with client to understand current and projected key business drivers,
company and industry trends, historic occupancy growth and churn rates,
impact of technology, and stricter infrastructure impacts and requirements
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Excellent interpersonal and communication skills in both written and spoken
English and Chinese
Get extreme exposure to work across Remote US (NYC/LV/MX/CA), UK &
remote Pune Sites
An Awareness of DRACAS, Modelling, RM&T and LSA
Cost and budgetary control ensuring targets are met and controls in place to
achieve cost efficiency
Focal point of contact from Finance with other Network departments,
network vendors, on all business related activities
Preparation of monthly actual vs plan for capex and network opex including
analysis of variances


